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mapping spaCe time:  
the art-sCape in 
Five exhiBitions
Surface by Marc Gaba
March 19–April 19, 2015
Pasilyo Vicente Manansala
Cultural Center of the Philippines
She Dug a Well so Well by Issay Rodriguez
March 21, 2015–April 18, 2015
1335 Mabini
Contemporary Transnational: Journeys and Liaisons
April 2015–June 2015
Manila Metropolitan Museum
By Leaps and Bounds: New Acquisitions of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas Collection
May 2015–June 2015
Manila Metropolitan Museum
Systems of Irrigations
May 14, 2015–June 11, 2015
Lucban, Quezon Province
An individual’s relationship to space and time, and the relation between 
those two elements (encompassing personal and communal history, memory 
and psyche) are the themes shared by these five shows: Surface by Marc 
Gaba (with the support of Galleria Duemila), She Dug a Well so Well by Issay 
Rodriguez, Contemporary Transnational: Journeys and Liaisons and By Leaps 
and Bounds: New Acquisitions of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas Collection, and 
Systems of Irrigations, an art festival organized by Project Space Pilipinas and 
curated by DiscLab | Research and Criticism (Discussion Lab).
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Image and sound respond to and hinge upon each other in Marc Gaba’s 
Surface. Using Johann Sebastian Bach’s The Goldberg Variations as the sound 
element, Gaba created thirty lightboxes, one for each variation. The artist 
cites cartography as an inspiration for the works. Map-making somehow 
requires one to be above the landscape—in a way, to assume omniscience. 
M. R. Estrada, in the exhibit catalog, recounts that Gaba “wanted to create 
his own ‘maps’ from a macro point of view.” 
The result is images that are at once dreamlike and whimsical but are also 
marked by serious humor. In Surface Variation 28, the woman from Fernando 
Amorsolo’s Washing Scene (1953) is sitting in a whirlpool, smiling. If one 
enjoys puns, the artist’s depiction of her may suggest that she should keep in 
step and use the washing-machine instead. In Surface Aria, a flock of sheep 
waits for the viewer by a bed. Gaba makes use of the Baroque motif of half-
open doors (or curtains) that invite the viewer into the work. We are invited 
to enter a dream land constructed by sound, image, and mind mapping. 
Issay Rodriguez confronts and questions the creative process in She Dug 
a Well so Well. The artist’s proclivities and perspectives, Rodriguez seems to 
say, elevate one to a higher understanding. Conversely, they become a deep 
well in which the artist is isolated. She demonstrates this idea through a 
discerning use of material with each work. Time Waits for No One consists 
of woven mats, whose comforting, rustic smell fills the gallery space, each 
one presenting a stage in the life, as it were, of a mat. Some are made from 
fresh green leaves, and others, from brown and dried leaves. Eventually, the 
mats made from fresh leaves turn old: time initially thought of as a series of 
points on a line (past, present, future) collapses upon itself and synthesizes, 
becomes one. Truman’s Sky, a photograph of a cloud with a hole that seems 
to resemble a door or window, is printed on a transparent acrylic sheet which 
plays upon light. 366 Views, a drawing showing individual components of 
gravel, is particularly interesting. Gravel is usually dismissed as nothing more 
than a carpet of gray used to cover parking lots or as a base for gardens, but 
upon closer inspection, it reveals interesting forms, angles, and textures on 
each object. These works speak to one another, are replete with repetition 
and reflection, and pave the way to other roads of understanding, creating 
manifestations of reality from memory, thought, and experience.
Taken together, By Leaps and Bounds and Contemporary Transnational, 
both at the Manila Metropolitan Museum, set the modern in counterpoint 
with the contemporary. By Leaps and Bounds features the winners at Tanaw: the 
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas Art Competition. These include works by Nestor 
Vinluan, Brave Singh, Raul Isidro, Elaine Navas, Patricia Eustaquio, Rodel 
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Tapaya, Gerardo Tan, Demetrio Padua Jr., Norberto Carating, Chrisanto 
Aquino, Gary Custodio, Leonardo Aguinaldo, Joey Cobcobo, Manny Garibay, 
Nunelucio Alvarado, and Raul Isidro. The collection is markedly composed of 
wall-bound works, but Norberto Roldan’s Quelques Fleur 2 and two works by 
Bembol dela Cruz use found objects. In Contemporary Transnational, we are 
greeted with works by Nena Saguil, Dudley Diaz, J. Elizalde Navaro, BenCab, 
Romeo Tabuena, Francesca Enriquez, Phyllis Zaballero, Zny Laygo, Fernando 
Modesto, Rey Paz Contreras, clips from Edna, a film about Filipino overseas 
workers, and video art by Lizza May David.
Contemporary Transnational maps the development of artistic practice 
and production of Filipinos abroad and the creation of echoes between the 
actual and perceived “self.” It ponders on the relationship between an artist’s 
origins and his or her location, and between the artist’s local identity and 
cosmopolitan sensibility. In the end, it asks what it means to be a “global 
Filipino”—or rather, it critiques a common conception of the “global.” That 
we have to mention and celebrate the Filipino’s (and the Filipino artist’s) 
capability to compete in the global market or to surpass (in some cases) 
“global” standards or tastes (a vague qualification) suggests an insecurity 
about our own abilities to nurture and develop a culture or a cultural body 
(such as visual art) within our own domain. It is as though the ability and the 
outcome of those abilities cannot be sufficient in themselves, so that validation 
must be sought elsewhere. One has not “arrived” if one has not stepped into 
another country, have seen these foreign places: an elite stamp of approval 
is needed for one to say that one is worthy. This mindset, as do many other 
aspects in our culture, sets the Filipino artist out on a life of validation-seeking 
(and privilege-acquisition) outside of the country, a situation which vitiates 
their dialogue with their own place, space, and people.
An interesting counterpoint is created by the lay of the exhibit. The 
hollow of J. Elizalde Navarro’s The Incomplete Man leads the eye to a portrait 
by BenCab. When looking through the hollow, one comes upon an image of 
dissatisfaction and endless questioning—it suggests the possibility of a state 
of lack even if one has received privileges and validation. Being or becoming 
“global” is but a step in realizing the full potential of true identity. The 
challenge posed, not only within the walls of museum spaces and schools, is 
how we as Filipinos can be solidly and proudly local.
Engaging with community and tradition, Systems of Irrigations may be 
called a dialectical exhibition. Consisting of two shows (Order of Objects after 
Arrival and The Harvest), the exhibition is described by its proponents as a 
raft which rides the flow of the Pahiyas festival’s history and current practice. 
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The dialectics of centrality in the exhibition draws on the image of San Isidro, 
the patron saint of farmers. The festival has its roots in the natives’ practice of 
giving tokens to Franciscan missionaries for giving them religious instruction. 
Later, it became a thanksgiving festival for bountiful harvests. It can be 
considered syncretic in nature, drawing its provenance from the influence 
of the Catholic Church and the way of life of the locals. The exhibition can 
be seen as an exercise in re-assessing ideas of position and centrality; that is, 
it questions the privileging of the center: What does the Pahiyas festival’s 
origins imply about the perceived history, traditions, and current situation of 
the town (the on-going shift of the citizen’s source of income from agriculture 
to businesses and overseas work)? What is the purpose of such celebrations 
in shaping the lives and practices of the people within a community? It also 
demonstrates how space, in this case the grid of the town, acts as a vessel and 
a place of production of contrasting yet converging views and practices. In The 
Harvest, works by Lucban artists still strongly reflect the aspect of agriculture, 
while Order of Objects after Arrival engage in a conversation with the special 
exhibits installed along the routes of the festival. Among the venues are a 
barbershop, a computer arcade, a rice field, a low-wall and an abandoned lot. 
Seen as a whole, the two shows and the special exhibitions outline through 
image the character of the town as it is now and the way it sees itself through 
its traditions. The exhibition not only makes a strong case for community-
based art practices but also invites its viewers to consider traditional practices 
as things not set in stone but as subject to confluences, changing meanings, 
and representations.
Artists who participated at Order of Objects after Arrival (exhibited at the 
Project Space Pilipinas Studio) included Arturo Sanchez Jr. (Philippines), 
Abbas Kiarostami (Iran), Cian Dayrit (Philippines), Charlie Co (Philippines), 
Dexter Sy (Philippines), Don Dalmacio (Philippines), Dansoy Coquilla 
(Philippines), Harun Farocki (Germany), Jonathan Ching (Philippines), 
B-Cone a.k.a. Junemo Jun (South Korea), Luis Santos (Philippines), Lj Lablola 
(Philippines), Max Balatbat (Philippines), Michelle Dizon (USA), Mahardika 
Yudha (Indonesia), Ranelle Dial (Philippines), Renz Baluyot (Philippines), 
Virlani Hallberg (Germany/Sweden), and Zean Cabangis (Philippines).
Artists who participated in the Special Exhibits (held at selected sites along 
the route of Pahiyas Festival 2015, Lucban, Quezon Province) included Andi 
Ramdani (Indonesia), Buen Abrigo (Philippines), Didik Wahyu Setiawan 
(Indonesia), Eric Zamuco (Philippines), Kulay Labitingan (Philippines), Kris 
Abrigo (Philippines), Leeory New (Philippines), Lyra Garcellano (Philippines), 
W. Don Flores (Philippines), and Boyet de Mesa (Philippines).
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The Harvest (exhibited at Gusaling Escuelapia) featured works by 
Aldwin Nantes, Angelo Villa, Buen Calubayan, Christian Tablazon, Dina 
Gadia, Erick Dator, Efren Nantes, Jowell Gaela, John Mark Galutera, Jan 
Pineda, Jay Yao, Janzen Peter Salvatus, Kat Medina, Karize Uy, Leslie de 
Chavez, Martha Atienza, Mervy Pueblo, Mark Salvatus, Noel Bueza, Narcizo 
Mariazeta, Renato Palad, Tito and Tita, and Tony Empleo. All were from 
the Philippines.
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